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DPControl – who we are 
•  DPControl is an Italian SME specialized in High 

Performance Computing problem solving 
▫  Original core business in Computer & Machine 

Vision, more than 8 years of experience in 
international contexts 
▫  Newborn dept. for embedded vision 
▫  Expertise in the whole image processing 

pipeline, from sensors to DSP and algorithms 
▫  In house production of custom HW prototypes 

and platforms for selected customers 



DPControl – who we are 
•  Since 2008 extensively supporting ARM class of 

devices for embedded vision 
•  Promoters and work-package leaders of the 

first completed ARTEMIS-JU funded project in 
Europe 
▫  SCALOPES – 42Mi€, 36 partners, 11 countries  
▫  DPControl ruled Application  

Work package 2: Surveillance systems 
▫  Aim to reduce to 50% power consumption of 

video-surveillance systems while increasing QoS/
QoE 



Codename: Deuterium CDK 

•  FPGA/SoC data processing system able to 
interconnect w/o any additional HW or IPs the 
following peripherals: 
▫  High speed DRAM memories (DDR2, DDR3) 
▫  TriSpeed or Gigabit Ethernet MACs thru RMII, 

GMII, SGMII 
▫  USB 3.0 SuperSpeed + USB 2.0 HiSpeed 
▫  Imaging sensors with data parallel interface 
▫  Imaging sensors with MIPI/CSI-2 interface 



Codename: Deuterium CDK 

• Why CDK? 
▫  CDK stands for Camera Development Kit 
▫  It’s a collection of IP cores and HW designs 

capable to be hosted in several different HW 
boards that act in a vendor-independent way for 
the user 
▫  Highest level of abstraction achievable on actual 

FPGAs 
�  Available for Lattice ECP3 and similar low cost 

FPGAs 



Codename: Deuterium CDK 

•  Single design -> usually low operating 
frequencies 
• NOT true in this case 
▫  Logic op. frequency up to 120MHz 
▫  Data input interface up to 250MHz 
▫  Constant speed ratio for peripherals 
�  200/400MHz 64bits for the DDR3 
�  125 MHz for GigE MAC to PHY connection 
�  External pixel clock for camera / MIPI CLK lane 



Codename: Deuterium CDK 

•  Available demo on Lattice ECP3-35A device 
▫  35K LUT, 2Mbit BRAM memory, SerDes up to 

3.2Gbit, HardMacros for flexible timing and PLLs 
▫  65nm technology 
▫  Low price for QTY 
• DPControl is trying to enter Lattice’s IP 

Marketplace as Selected IP provider 



 



Codename: Deuterium CDK 

•  4 Clock domains 
•  Designed to work 

in asynchronous 
way 
•  Synchronized by 

cross-domain FIFOs 
(not registers) 
•  Fully pipelined 

design 



Codename: Deuterium CDK 
•  Soft-core layout 
•  Peripheral added 

to a common bus –
Wishbone on ECP3 
▫  Also AHB/AXI and 

Avalon already 
available 

• Master and slave 
designed around 
TLM-like bus 



Codename: Deuterium CDK 

• UDP offloader already included 
▫  CRC computation 
▫  Fragmentation handling 
▫  Covering also IP and Link layer 
▫  At 100MHz, 400MBps achievable *without* using 

a single cycle of the Soft-core (put in idle/sleep 
state) 
▫  Full speed GigE speed even on lowend devices 
▫  Jumbo frames supported up to 8192 bytes 



Codename: Deuterium CDK 

•  Streaming processing features 
▫  Allows the execution of custom 

code for image processing 
▫  Pointwise operation in 1-clk 

latency 
▫  Local operations with small 

buffers and very low latency 
•  Case study: focus 

measurement algorithm 



Codename: Deuterium CDK 

•  Focus measurement 
▫  Given an image, 

express a real value 
about “how-much” in 
focus the scene is 
▫  Not properly defined 

as formal problem 
▫  It should be 

formulated on a local 
basis 



Codename: Deuterium CDK 

•  Brenner’s function 
▫  Brenner function is the simplest and gradient-related evaluation function, which 

is also called gradient-filter method. It just calculates gray level difference 
between k units, and then gets the square of the difference. The treatment is to 
strengthen the effect of the square edge, and avoid setting threshold 

if k=2	




Codename: Deuterium CDK 

•  Laplace’s operator 
▫  Laplace function has good sensitivity near the focal position, but it also brings 

large amount of calculation.  



Codename: Deuterium CDK 

•  Variance operator 
▫  Variance function is a standard deviation function, which uses the standard 

deviation of image data as focusing evaluation function 
 
 
 
Where µ is the mean of the grey level distribution defined as follows 
 
 
 
 
Where M and N represent image height and width respectively  
 

▫  One problem of the variance measure is that it depends only upon the 
probability distribution of the grey levels instead of its spatial distribution 



Codename: Deuterium CDK 
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In the image sequences, the H value is becoming larger, 
while the lens defocusing quantity is getting larger, the 
achieved image is turning fuzzy and the pixel distribution is 
approaching average; the H value is in the minimum, while the 
lens is correctly focusing on the plane, the achieved image is 
clear and the pixel grey gradient distribution has the longest 
distance with the average distribution state. In the practical 
application, the inverse number of H is used as the evaluation 
function for convenience of calculating.  

In order to compare and analyze different characteristics for 
the above-mentioned four focusing methods, they are used in 
the focusing process of the same section team, achieving the 
evaluation function curve for each one. By normalizing, the 
four curves are put into the same coordinate, showing in 
Figure1(According to experiments by several section teams 
with different types for the focusing process, curves similar to 
those in Figure1 are achieved in all experiments).  

Figure1.     Focusing Evaluation Function Curves 

According to the focusing function curves in Figure1, we 
can find out:  

• The focusing curve for the entropy function is most 
flat, comparing to other three steep curves;  

• Comprehensively analyzing, the Brenner evaluation 
function performance is relatively good with the 
calculation quantity smaller than the energy gradient 
function and the curve shape steeper than the average 
variance, which is similar to the curve shape of the 
energy gradient function. 

III. THE INTERFERENCE IMMUNITY COMPARISON
AMONG SEVERAL EVALUTION FUNCTIONS FOR THE

IMAGE DEFINITION

A. The Noise Interference In the Image 
Essentially, many focusing evaluation functions use the 

high frequency component of the image to judge. However, the 
high frequency component of the image is pretty sensitive to 
noise. The signal to noise ratio of the high frequency part of the 

polluted image rapidly decreases and the noise will heavily 
affect the effect of the evaluation function based on the high 
frequency component. The image noise collected by CCD 
camera mainly includes the dark current noise, transfer noise 
and shot noise; the dark current noise and transfer noise are the 
fixed noise of CCD devise. Currently, the high-end CCD 
camera could decrease the dark current noise and transfer noise 
into the shot noise by using the method of cooling. Therefore, 
the shot noise is the main noise in the image noise. 

B. The Interference Immunity Comparison Among Several 
Evaluation Functions 
Due to the shot noise normally obeying the Gaussian 

distribution, the Gaussian noise with the average value 0 and 
variance 0.02 is added in the same above-mentioned sequence 
to implement the focusing evaluation over the noise image 
sequence. Figure2 uses the several above-mentioned focusing 
methods to focus the image sequence polluted by the noise, 
achieving the focusing evaluation function curve picture.   

Figure2.    Noise Image for Focusing Evaluation Function Curves  

It could be seen from the Figure2 that when the image is 
polluted by noise, the tenengrad evaluation function is 
maximally affected, changing from the original steep curve to 
pretty flat curve and producing lots of local extreme values, 
which explains its poor interference immunity performance 
and the accurate focusing could not be done under the 
circumstance of the heavy noise interference; after the 
interference, the multiple extreme values phenomenon also 
occur in the Brenner evaluation function and it is hard to 
focus; whereas the entropy function and average variance are 
minimally affected, which explains that both two evaluation 
functions have strong interference immunity performance, and 
it is, however, not beneficial for accurately searching the 
extreme value point of the focusing function because of the 
excessive flat of the focusing curve of the entropy function so 
that the focusing judgment is not ideal; apart from some 
fluctuation under the circumstance of the heavy noise 
interference by using the method of the average variance in 
the relatively-far place on the right side that could be seen in 
the figure2, the whole focusing curve still keeps the uni-
modality and has a certain abruptness which is the most ideal 
one among the focusing effects under the heavy noise 
interference by using different methods. 

Source: A Method of the Adaptively Selected Auto-focusing Evaluation Function According to the Image Noise 
Strength (Jiang and Zhu 2010) - 978-1-4244-7874-3/10 ©2010 IEEE  



Codename: Deuterium CDK 

• All the filters implemented in CDK 
• All the filters running in parallel 
•  Best one chosen after evaluating the noise 

model 
• Getting focus information on 64x64 windows 
• No limits on the number of windows in an 

image 



Codename: Deuterium CDK 

•  Laplace’s function 
implementation 
•  30840 cycles 

needed to output 
the final result 
•  Partial results in 

between 
•  Asynchronous 

design 



Codename: Deuterium CDK 

•  Timing results on PC 

Width	  X	  Height	   Time ( sec )	

16	  x	  16	   1,1245E-05	
32	  x	  32	   4,4856E-05	
64	  x	  64	   2,2370E-04	
128	  x	  128	   9,1821E-04	
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Laplace focus evaluation 

Test	  configura5on	  :	  
Macbook	  pro	  2.4	  Ghz	  Intel	  Core	  2	  Duo;	  
	  4	  GB	  Ram	  1066	  MHz	  DDr3	  



Codename: Deuterium CDK 

•  Timing on CDK 100MHz 

30 us after the last 
pixel appeared 

Both Brenner’s 
and Laplace’s 
results 

Only 1.2% size 
increase in FPGA 



dPipeline HD – H.264 encoder 

•  Can be included as IP in the Deuterium CDK 
•  Intra+Intraframe processing 
• Up to 720p 30fps with just 1 FPGA 
•  Interoperable with ST’s SPEAr platform 
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dPipeline HD – introduction I 
•  Implementation of the image processing 

pipeline for video surveillance on FPGA 
•  Developed in the framework of SCALOPES 

during Q1~Q3/2010 
•  Implementation of a massively parallel HW 

coprocessor in a very small area size (up to 512 
processing nodes in a single FPGA) 
•  Completed 3 months before the expected 

deadline (Dec. 2010) 



dPipeline HD – introduction II 
•  Key features: 
▫  H.264 Intra+Interframe compression in realtime 

�  Up to 720p in FPGA, min. req. freq. 130MHz / 1 core 
�  Up to 1080p in FPGA, min. req. freq. 150MHz / 2 cores 
�  Very low area footprint (1 core ~ 180kGates equiv.) 
�  Very low memory footprint 

�  In FPGA 40KBytes (out of 250KBytes available on ECP3-35) 
�  In DDR ~5.2% of 64MBytes sustained 

measured on live Linux system 
�  Lowest Host CPU load is possible 

�  < 8% user time for encoding, < 45% encoder+muxer
+streamer measured on ARM926EJ-S at 333MHz 



dPipeline HD – introduction III 
•  Simplified layout 

�  Mesh processor, programmed on demand 
�  Simple nodes, massive structure 
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dPipeline HD – introduction IV 
•  Nice plus 
▫  Designed for fault tolerance 

�  Continuous timestamping 
�  DVB-like transport stream encapsulation 
�  UDP unicast+multicast streaming available (see demo) 

▫  Designed for low power 
�  Hooked rate control – can change QP term on-the-fly without 

resetting the encoder 
�  3 distinct clock domains, driven by DCM Advanced can change 

the operative frequencies with 1/32 MHz granularity  
▫  Designed for interoperability 

�  Developed, tested and validated completely on mixed ARM
+FPGA, but working in different asymmetric configurations 



dPipeline – introduction V 
•  Reusing the mesh 
▫  Linear filtering 
▫  Different distance metrics (SSD, Variance, L1-

norm) 
▫  Updatable to newer ME algorithms (i.e. HEVC) 
�  Variable window size 
�  Minimum bandwidth from/to memory 

•  Reduction of memory requirements 
▫  Transparent connection in the memory controller 



dPipeline HD demonstrators 
• How and when dPipeline has been presented? 
▫  7 working live demos  

(Ghent - BE, Brussels - BE, Nurnberg – DE, Agrate 
– IT, Napoli – IT, Karlsruhe – DE, Stuttgart - DE) 
�  SPEAr600-EVB + dPipeline FPGA + YUV Camera 
�  Realtime compression of 1 SDTV video channel 
�  Streaming from SPEAr EVB to a Mac host computer 

as TSMuxed UDP packets 
�  Mac host showing 2 decompressed videos on screen 

(1 live + 1 prerecorded) 
�  Realtime CPU % load / memory occupancy in Linux 





¨  In line with expectations, both for the project 
as-is and for internal prefigured improvements 
over the first version (Motion Estimation only) 

¨  Extremely solid demo – more than 9 days long 
run with no noticeable errors in the resulting 
compressed stream 



dPipeline HD demonstrators 
•  To exploit the whole potential of such a 

processing structure, the R&D team provided 
an alternative application using the dPipeline 
core 
• A face recognition application has been 

developed on ST SPEAr MPSoC 
▫  One-to-many usage, Hidden Markov Model 

implemented on FPGA + ARM 926EJS 
▫  FPU added to execute natively double precision 

calculations 
▫  Running in realtime (see benchmarks) 



PC based face recognition  
run-time analysis  

•  Feature extraction*: ≈ 0.000567s ⟺ 567µs;  
•  40 people training: 6.740196s; 
•  Single person identification: 0.176383s; 
•  Entire database validation: 70.804832s; 
• Correct identification rate: 99% 

The Olivetti Research Lab face database has been used for the validation phase.  
It’s a 400 pictures set belonging to 40 unique people.  
Below is reported the timing benchmark based on the desktop configuration 

*Feature extraction requires more than 96K floating-point, single precision, operations 



Recognition rates 

	  	   OK KO 
Default 99,00% 1,00% 
Replication 93,00% 7,00% 
Replication bottom right 91,00% 9,00% 
Replication down 93,00% 7,00% 
Replication left 90,00% 10,00% 
Replication Right 89,00% 11,00% 
Replication up 92,00% 8,00% 
Symmetric 83,00% 17,00% 
Symmetric bottom right 80,00% 20,00% 
Symmetric down 80,00% 20,00% 
Symmetric left 67,00% 33,00% 
Symmetric right 87,00% 13,00% 
Symmetric up 85,00% 15,00% 
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Error-ized validation set 

Training 
images 

Testing 
images 



Sliding window success rate 

91% 

93% 

91% 

90% 

92% 

93% 

92% 

92% 

Using the standard 
training set and sliding 
from the top left corner 
to the bottom right 
corner recognition 
performance is still 
around 90% 



Performance comparison 
	  	   1	   2	   3	   4	   5	  
Our	  system*	   80,00%	   89,00%	   95,00%	   98,00%	   99,00%	  
Nefian's	  HMM	   76,10%	   78,10%	   85,70%	   92,50%	   98,50%	  
DWT	  based	  HMM	   77,50%	   88,10%	   95,40%	   95,40%	   98,50%	  

65,00% 

70,00% 

75,00% 

80,00% 

85,00% 

90,00% 

95,00% 

100,00% 
1 2 3 4 5 

Our system* 

Nefian's HMM 

DWT based HMM 

*Vigliar, D’Auria, Del Mastro Space constrained HMM face recognition for embedded devices 
Submitted to VLSI–SOC 2011 



Feature extraction performance 

SPEAr600 - FPGA (With 

SPEAr600 - FPGA (No DMA) 

2.4 GHz - Intel Core 2 Duo 

SPEAr600 - SW Only 

2.4 GHz - Intel Core 2 Duo 0.008350 seconds 

SPEAr600 – FPGA (No DMA) 0.007523 seconds * 

SPEAr600 – FPGA (With DMA) 0.003892 seconds * 

8,16 X 

SPEAr600 – SW Only 0.068174 seconds Reference 

9,06 X 

17,51 X 

Target Time SpeedUp 

* Data transfer peripheral-to-memory needed FOR DEBUG PURPOSES ONLY 



FPU Accelerator in FPGA 

2.4 GHz - Intel Core 2 Duo 

SPEAr600 - FPGA (With 

SPEAr600 - FPGA (No DMA) 

SPEAr600 - SW Only Actual Ratio 

Target Time(s) MHz Timing Ratio 
Normalized Ratio 
(Timing / Freq. ratio) 

SPEAr600 - SW Only 0,005283 333 1 1 

SPEAr600 - FPGA (No DMA) 0,000319 50 16,56112853 110,297116 

SPEAr600 - FPGA (With DMA) 0,000238 50 22,19747899 147,8352101 

2.4 GHz - Intel Core 2 Duo 0,00004 2400 132,075 18,32540625 

396 double precision IEEE754 log(x) or exp(x) operations 



dStack Network offloader 
•  In ultralow-power imaging systems (surveillance 

cameras, smart-cameras, spy sensors) a 
complex OS structure is often too expensive to 
be instanced 
▫  ISPs, Imaging SoCs, Companion chips 
•  dStack is an easy-embeddable network stack 
▫  IPv4, ARP, ICMP, UDP and TCP 
▫  Direct connection to R/GMII and PHY 
▫  Register-based architecture 
▫  Wishbone or ARM AHB/AXI interface 



dPipeline HD – Unwarper 

• General interpolator, with Lanczos 3-stage 
computing pipeline 
•  “Plumbline” calibration method 
▫  Point-n-click simple and effective setup 
▫  Valid also with non-perfectly aligned cameras 



dPipeline HD – Unwarper 

•  Suitable to be used 
with 2 to 8 Megapixel 
images 
•  Implementation 

available in C for both 
PC and ARM 
•  FPGA version tested 

up to 5 Mpixel images 



dPipeline HD – Unwarper 
•  Preliminary results 
▫  Rectilinear lines in the 

real scene are arcs in 
real image 

•  Computing inverse 
calibration matrix on 
PC or ARM (iPad, 
iPhone, Android) 
•  Use the calibrated 

matrix in the Lanczos 
interpolator 



dPipeline HD – Unwarper 

•  Preliminary results 



Fastest	  TTM	  –	  predictable	  &	  architecturally	  transparent	  

Rapid	  architectural	  explora5on	  for	  op5mal	  Power/Performance/Area	  (PPA)	  

Atomic	  transac5ons	  enable	  a	  high-‐level	  of	  abstrac5on	  across	  all	  design	  types:	  

Mul5-‐port	  DDR2	  memory	  controller	  
" Parameterized	  by:	  #	  of	  ports,	  

port	  direc5on,	  port	  schedule,	  
burst	  size,	  FIFO	  size/port	  

" “Comparable	  in	  area	  and	  speed	  
to	  hand	  coded	  RTL”	  

Control	  
Image-‐processing	  algorithm	  

RelaOve	  
area	   Effort	  

C/C++	  synthesis	  
tool	  A	   1.0	   48	  man	  

wks	  

C/C++	  synthesis	  
tool	  B	  

Did	  not	  
meet	  
targets	  

N/A	  

BSV/bsc	   0.7	   7	  man	  
wks	  

Datapath	  
SoC	  bus	  
" Parameterized	  by	  port	  

configura5on	  
" BSV	  versions	  5%	  smaller	  

than	  hand-‐coded	  RTL	  

System	  Interconnect	  

BSV:	  the	  only	  general-‐purpose	  high-‐level	  soluOon	  
 



If hardware were a bunch of embarrassingly parallel 
FSMs, hardware design would be simple 

But parallel FSMs have to compete for access to common 
resources 

Requiring detailed, low-level, brittle control logic, which 
gets exponentially more complex with design size 

Atomic transactional rules let you treat resources as if 
each FSM owns them, leaving complexity to the compiler 

00 

01 

10 

11 

Architecture/Micro-Architecture 
 

•  BSV provides complete architectural transparency 
•  Designers keep 100% control 
 
Most important for rapid architectural exploration 
and optimizing throughput/timing/power/area/… 

Management/Control of Concurrent Access to 
Common Resources 
 

•  BSV generates correct control logic for common 
resource scheduling, arbitration and access 

 
Eliminates biggest source of complexity/bugs/
brittleness to change/… in concurrent design 

Designers focus on specification & architecture, instead of 
control logic details, which are implemented automatically! 

Common 
Register 

FSM 

FSM 

FSM 

Common 
FIFO 

BSV:	  Patented,	  Atomic	  TransacOonal	  Rules	  Simplify	  Complex	  Concurrency	  
and	  Enable	  Compiler	  to	  Implement	  Control	  Logic	  



Future trends 

•  Comments welcome… 


